
Our aim is always the same; to improve 

and optimise operational capability.  

We make sure the solution integrates with 

existing vehicles, tools or systems; simply 

making what people drive or use, fit for the 

threats they face.  

From small, local urban environments, to 

large city protection. From CBRN defence, 

to explosive ordnance disposal vehicles, to 

electronic counter measures. 

Whatever the situation, Jankel’s reputation 

for responding to the question and 

answering the need head on means we are 

the first port of call for those whose job it 

is to protect infrastructure, borders, cities 

and civilian populations.

While internal security threats change,  

our drive to defeat them doesn’t.   

In partnership with OEMs, police and  

special forces, we take vigilance and 

innovation one step further. 

INNOVATIVE, FLEXIBLE,  
ADAPTABLE – AND PROVEN

For any new strategic scenario, any 

technical situation, any internal security 

operation, there’s a new Jankel solution 

in development. And with over 200 

protective solutions already in existence, 

you can be sure the next one on its way.

INTERNAL SECURITY SOLUTIONS  
FOR AN EVER-CHANGING ENVIRONMENT



WHEN A THREAT 
LOOMS AND A 

NEW SOLUTION  
IS NEEDED, 
WE FIND IT.  

IF THE ANSWER 
DOESN’T EXIST, 
WE WORK AT IT 
UNTIL IT DOES 
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JANKEL HAS A RANGE 
OF COUNTER TERROR 
AND INTERNAL 
SECURITY SOLUTIONS. 
 
SECURITY SENSITIVITIES 
AND CUSTOMER 
PROTECTION MEAN THEY 
CANNOT ALL BE LISTED. 

FOR A DISCREET 
CONVERSATION AND  
MORE INFORMATION ON  
THE POSSIBILITIES, 
CONTACT JANKEL DIRECTLY  
AT INFO@JANKEL.COM



P R O T E C T I O N  I S  E V E R Y T H I N G

...FORTUNATELY, 
SO ARE OUR 
SOLUTIONS

For over 60 years Jankel has been 
using the latest technologies and 
working with specialist agencies 
to develop solutions that enable 
elite forces and internal security 
teams to counter ever-evolving 
terrorist threats.

TERRORIST 
THREATS ARE 
BECOMING 
MORE TARGETED, 
PLANNED AND 
DIFFICULT TO 
COUNTER...



PARTNERSHIP 
WITH JANKEL: 
ANOTHER ALLIANCE 
OF FORCES KEEPING 
HOMELANDS SECURE

The rise of asymmetric warfare means 

being alert to the next danger is ever more 

important.  That’s why our solutions, developed 

in partnership with special forces, police and 

security agencies around the world, have 

addressed some of the most testing threats 

facing the modern world. 

A technical partnership between Jankel and 

Teledyne e2v brings to the market a state of 

the art, not-contact engine jamming system.  

Our integrated RF Safe-Stop™ solutions bring 

a flexible and mobile response for security 

checkpoint applications, vehicle convoy 

security, vehicle apprehension, harbour access 

control as well as fixed, mobile and marine 

asset protection. 

The system temporarily jams the target 

vehicle’s engine management system and while 

the vehicle’s driver retains limited control of 

steering and braking, the vehicle cannot move 

until Safe-StopTM is returned to passive mode.  

VEHICLE-BORNE 
RF SAFE-STOP™:  
VEHICLE STOPPING 
SOLUTIONS THAT 
ARE EFFECTIVE 
ON THE MOVE, 
AT SPEED AND AT 
DISTANCE



THE GUARDIAN 
COUNTER TERROR 
ASSAULT VEHICLE 
(CTAV):  
A STEP AHEAD OF 
OTHER ASSAULT 
VEHICLES 

Not all assault vehicles are the same.  

Our in-depth knowledge of armoured vehicles 

means our Guardian CTAV is a step ahead  

of others.  

The CTAV offers swat teams and armoured troops 

a combined tactical intervention system, complete 

with an enhanced Patriot3 mobile adjustment 

ramp system (MARS). Developed on a reinforced, 

armoured and approved Ford F-550 base vehicle, 

this vehicle offers levels of assault capability, 

payload and operational efficiency not currently 

seen in the tactical laddered vehicle space. 

 

The CTAV was developed in response to a need  

for a single vehicle supplied with modular 

equipment to face a number of different 

operational roles. This vehicle is currently 

used in high-threat situations by police 

forces worldwide where it is acclaimed for its 

protection capabilities while maintaining a 

discreet appearance.

THE LEADING 
ELEVATED 

TACTICAL ASSAULT 
PLATFORM, ONLY 

FROM JANKEL



HUNTER TACTICAL 
INTERVENTION 
VEHICLE (TIV): 
PROVIDING 
VERSATILITY AND 
PROTECTION TO 
INTERNAL SECURITY 
MISSIONS

The Jankel Hunter Tactical Intervention Vehicle 

is designed to fulfil a variety of roles from crowd 

control, tactical assault, casualty evacuation 

and observation. This multi-role protected 

vehicle is ready to face internal security, public 

order and counter terror missions. Based on 

the highly supportable Toyota, but enhanced for 

operational effectiveness by Jankel, the Hunter 

TIV offers very high protection against ballistic 

and blast threats while offering mobility and 

manoeuvrability in urban environments.

COUNTER TERROR ROLE FOR 
LIGHTWEIGHT AND MANOEUVRABLE 

PROTECTED PLATFORM NEEDS


